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Abstract—Orthogonal variable spreading factor (OVSF) codes
are used in both universal terrestrial radio access–frequency division duplex (UTRA-FDD) and time division duplex (UTRA-TDD)
of the third-generation (3G) mobile communication systems. They
can support multirate transmissions for mobile terminals with
multicode transmission capabilities. In this paper, a new OVSF
code assignment scheme, namely “multicode multirate compact
assignment” (MMCA), is proposed and analyzed. The design of
MMCA is based on the concept of “compact index” and takes
into consideration mobile terminals with different multicode
transmission capabilities and different quality of service (QoS)
requirements. Priority differentiation between multirate realtime
traffic and best-effort data traffic is also supported in MMCA. Analytical and simulation results show that MMCA is efficient and fair.
Index Terms—Dynamic channel assignment (DCA), orthogonal
variable spreading factor (OVSF) code, quality of service (QoS),
universal terrestrial radio access (UTRA).

I. INTRODUCTION
RTHOGONAL variable spreading factor (OVSF) codes
[1] are adopted in universal terrestrial radio access–
frequency division duplex (UTRA-FDD) and time division duplex (UTRA-TDD) of the third-generation (3G) mobile communication systems. According to UTRA-FDD and UTRA-TDD
specifications [2], [3], multiple parallel code (channel) transmissions are possible for a single user to support multirate applications. Multicode transmission has the advantages of finer
granularity in bandwidth assignment and therefore higher bandwidth efficiency.
Traffic can typically be classified as fixed data-rate realtime
calls and best-effort data packets. Realtime calls have priority over data packets in code assignment. From the system
perspective, users are heterogeneous in that they have different quality of service (QoS) requirements, and their mobile
terminals have different capabilities in supporting multicode
transmission.
Code assignment schemes can be of the nonrearrangeable
and rearrangeable type. Specifically, rearrangeable code assignment schemes allow OVSF codes to be rearranged so that they
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have better performance at the expense of higher computational
complexity. Many single-code rearrangeable code assignment
schemes were proposed in literature [4]–[14]. Among them,
the priority issue between realtime traffic and best-effort
traffic was considered in [4], [7] and [9]. Several single-code
nonrearrangeable code assignment schemes were proposed.
Specifically, the scheme in [8] is based on the “first-fit” policy
for the bin-packing problem. In [10], the number of OVSF
codes for each service class is found for maximizing the average
throughput. In [11], the performance of random, leftmost, and
crowded-first schemes are compared. The concept of crowdedfirst is extended in [12], and a new code selection scheme based
on the “weights” of candidate codes is proposed. In [13], a new
measure called “compact index” is defined for code assignment
and the compact assignment (CA) scheme is proposed. Multicode rearrangeable code assignment schemes were proposed
in [15] and [16] for uniform mobile terminals having exactly
the same capability in supporting multicode transmission and
in [17] and [18] for different multicode capable terminals.
All these multicode schemes are designed for only multirate
realtime traffic.
In this paper, based on the concept of “compact index,”
we design and analyze a multicode nonrearrangeable code
assignment scheme, namely “multicode multirate compact
assignment” (MMCA), for accommodating both multirate
realtime traffic and best-effort data traffic. MMCA allows
the coexistence of mobile terminals with different multicode
transmission capabilities and different QoS requirements.
It consists of four parts: 1) the “SK to S Transformation
Algorithm” for identifying the remaining candidate OVSF
codes for assignment; 2) the “Multicode Solution Generator”
for identifying all possible multicode solutions under a mobile
terminal’s bandwidth requirement and multicode transmission
capability; 3) the criteria for selecting the most feasible multicode solution to serve the mobile terminal; and 4) the “compact
index” based code assignment strategy for realizing the
selected solution.
In the following, the tree structure and some basic concepts
of OVSF codes are reviewed, and the code assignment problem
for accommodating mobile terminals with different multicode
transmission capabilities and different QoS requirements is
formulated in Section II. The MMCA scheme is presented
in Section III and the performance of MMCA is evaluated in
Section IV.
II. CODE ASSIGNMENT PROBLEM
The major notations used in this paper are summarized in
Table I.
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TABLE I
GLOSSARY OF NOTATION

A. Code Tree
OVSF codes can be represented by the nodes in a binary tree
[1]. Fig. 1 shows a K-layer code tree.1 Each layer corresponds
to a particular spreading factor, so all codes in the same layer can
support the same data rate. The data rate a code can support is
called its capacity. Let the capacity of the leaf codes (in layer K)
1 In some other notational convention, this is referred to as a (K + 1)-layer
tree.

be R. The capacity of the codes in layer k is then 2K −k R, as
shown in Fig. 1.
Layer k has 2k codes and they are sequentially labeled from
left to right, starting from one. The mth code in layer k is
referred to as code (k, m). The total capacity of all the codes in
each layer is 2K R, which is also referred to as the capacity of a
K-layer code tree.
For a typical code (k, m), its ancestor code set, denoted by
(k ,m )
SA
, contains all the codes on the path from (k, m) to the
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Fig. 2. Occupancy status of a four-layer code tree. Codes
{(3, 4), (4, 6), (4, 12), (4, 13)} are carrying realtime calls, and codes
{(2, 1), (3, 8)} are carrying data packets.

Fig. 1. K -layer code tree.

(k ,m )

root code (0,1). Its descendant code set, denoted by SD
, contains all the codes in the branch under (k, m). As an example, the
(2,3)
= {(0, 1), (1, 2)}, and the deancestor code set of (2,3) is SA
(K −1,2)
= {(K, 3), (K, 4)}.
scendant code set of (K − 1, 2) is SD
According to the generation process of OVSF codes [2], [3],
code (k, m) is orthogonal to all other codes in the same layer,
but not orthogonal to its ancestor or descendant codes.
The positional relationship between the 2k orthogonal codes
in layer k can be identified by tracing their common ancestor
codes. Referring to Fig. 1, codes (2,3) and (2,4) are called
first-layer neighbors because they share a common parent code
(1,2) or, in other words, they are connected by a one-layer
sub-tree consisting of these three codes. Codes (2,2) and (2,3)
are not first-layer neighbors, but second-layer neighbors because they share a common grandparent code (0,1), or they
are connected by a two-layer sub-tree. Besides {(2, 2), (2, 3)},
codes (2,1) and (2,4) belong to the same set of these second(k ,m )
denote the set of the
layer neighbors. In general, let Si
ith-layer neighbors of code (k, m). It contains 2i layer-k
codes (including code (k, m)) that are connected by an i-layer
sub-tree, i.e.,
(k ,m )

Si

= {(k, m − p + q)|p = (m − 1) mod 2i ,
0 ≤ q ≤ 2i − 1}.

(1)

The positional relationship between code (k, m) and other
layer-k codes can then be represented by k different sets
(k ,m )
(2,3)
(1 ≤ i ≤ k). For example, since S1
= {(2, 3), (2, 4)}
Si
(2,3)
and S2
= {(2, 1), (2, 2), (2, 3), (2, 4)}, we know that code
(2,3) is “closer” to code (2,4), while equally “far away” from
code (2,1) and code (2,2).
B. Occupancy Status
Consider code (k, m). When it is assigned to carry a realtime
call, we stipulate that code (k, m) and all its ancestor and descendant codes are nonpreemptable. When code (k, m) is assigned
to carry a best-effort data packet, we stipulate that code (k, m)
and all its descendant codes are preemptable. Similarly, an ancestor code is nonpreemptable if it has some nonpreemptable
descendant codes. Preemptable codes can be reassigned to realtime calls by suspending some ongoing packet transmissions.

Besides nonpreemptable and preemptable codes, all remaining
codes in the tree are assignable. They can be freely assigned
to carry either realtime calls or data packets. These assignable,
preemptable and nonpreemptable codes form a partition of the
code tree. They can be characterized by status index I (k ,m ) ,
defined as

 0, Code (k,m) is nonpreemptable
(2)
I (k ,m ) = 1, Code (k,m) is preemptable

2, Code (k,m) is assignable.
As an example, consider a four-layer code tree. When codes
{(3, 4), (4, 6), (4, 12), (4, 13)} and codes {(2, 1), (3, 8)} are assigned respectively to realtime calls and data packets, the corresponding status index values of all codes are show in Fig. 2.
C. Problem Formulation
Given the occupancy status of the code tree, the code assignment problem for a realtime call from a terminal is to satisfy its bandwidth requirement under its multicode transmission
capability. For a data packet, the problem is to make full use
of the terminal’s multicode capability for transmitting the data
packet as quickly as possible, i.e., at the highest possible data
rate. In addition, priority differentiation between realtime calls
and best-effort data packets should be supported by the code
assignment scheme.
Compared with single-code transmission, multicode transmission is more flexible and, therefore, limits the advantage of
code rearrangement on system performance. Many slack capacities in the code tree can be now taken up by the second and
third codes, which renders code rearrangement not essential.
Also, data packets can absorb the remaining usable capacity left
by realtime traffic, so system utilization is improved. Another
important issue is that codes in different layers may be assigned
to the same mobile user for a single transmission/application.
These codes have different spreading factors and hence offer
different transmission qualities. This difference should be balanced in code selection.
III. MULTICODE MULTIRATE COMPACT ASSIGNMENT
We propose in this section a multicode nonrearrangeable code
assignment scheme called MMCA. The objective is to keep
the remaining candidate codes in the most compact state after
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each code assignment without rearranging codes. This can be
achieved by finding the candidate codes in the most congested
positions for newly arrived calls and data packets. In summary,
MMCA is a natural extension of Compact Assignment (CA) [13]
with the following features.
1) MMCA does not perform code rearrangement and is therefore simple.
2) MMCA provides priority differentiation between realtime
calls and data packets.
3) MMCA supports mobile terminals with different
multicode transmission capabilities.
4) MMCA balances transmission qualities among the multiple codes assigned to the same user.
5) MMCA supports multirate realtime calls and keeps the
code tree as flexible as possible in accepting new multirate
calls.
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pacity is r = 5 for data packets and r = 11 for realtime calls.
Note that a realtime call with bandwidth requirement larger than
the assignable capacity is immediately blocked (Condition 1 in
Section III-C).
B. Multicode Solution
For a mobile terminal requiring bandwidth j · R and that can
transmit n codes, several code combinations, or solutions, may
be used. A solution, denoted by (d0 , d1 , . . . , dK ), consists of
(K + 1) integers with dk representing the number of candidate
codes needed in layer k. The set SS of all multicode solutions
can be obtained by enumerating all integer combinations under
the constraints of bandwidth requirement and multicode transmission capability, i.e.,
K

dk · 2K −k = j

(7)

k =0

A. Candidate Code Set
Upon receiving a new transmission request (realtime call or
data packet), the base station needs to identify all candidate
codes suitable for assignment. Let S denote the set of all candidate codes in the tree and let SK denote the set of leaf candidate codes in layer K. For data packets, S and SK consist of
assignable codes only. However for realtime calls, preemptable
codes are also included in S and SK since realtime calls have
priority over data packets in code assignment. In other words,
SK is given by (3), shown at the bottom of the page. The corresponding candidate code set S can then be derived from SK by
using the “SK to S Transformation Algorithm” in Appendix A.
For example, consider the four-layer code tree shown in Fig. 2.
For data packets, SK = {(4, 5), (4, 9), (4, 10), (4, 11), (4, 14)}
and S = SK ∪ {(3, 5)}. While for realtime calls, we have (4)
and (5), shown at the bottom of the page.
Before the process of code selection, the base station calculates the assignable capacity of the system according to traffic
class. In unit of R, assignable capacity r is defined as the size
of leaf candidate code set SK , or
  K  (K , m ) 
 2m =1 I
, for data packets
2
(6)
r = |SK | = 2K  (K , m ) 
I

, for realtime calls
m =1
2
where |x| denotes the size of set x, and x and x denote,
respectively, the floor function and the ceiling function of real
number x. For the code tree shown in Fig. 2, assignable ca-

SK =

and
K

dk ≤ n.

(8)

k =0

We propose to use a more efficient algorithm called “Multicode
Solution Generator.” It starts from the solution (0, 0, . . . , 0, j),
which requires j leaf candidate codes. 2 The next solution
(0, 0, . . . , 1, j − 2) is obtained by replacing two leaf codes by
one (K − 1)-layer code in the first solution. Continuing this
way, all possible multicode solutions satisfying (7) can be obtained. Next, we use (8) to screen out solutions requiring more
than n codes. The detailed algorithm is given in the Appendix.
As an example, consider a four-layer code tree with each
solution represented by five integers. Table II lists all multicode
solutions for different combinations of bandwidth requirement
(from j = 1 to j = 16) and multicode transmission capability
(from n = 1 to n = 6) obtained from the “Multicode Solution
Generator.” For simplicity, (d0 , d1 , d2 , d3 , d4 ) is represented by
“d0 d1 d2 d3 d4 ” in Table II.
For some combinations of j and n, e.g., j = 14 and n = 2,
no solution exists and symbol “—” is used to indicate that.
To accommodate such realtime calls, we gradually increase
the value of j until the first solution is found in the table. For the case of j = 14 and n = 2, multicode solutions
2 The constraint on multicode transmission capability, or (8), is not taken into
consideration at this moment.

{(K, m)|I (K ,m ) = 2, 1 ≤ m ≤ 2K },
{(K, m)|I (K ,m ) ≥ 1, 1 ≤ m ≤ 2K },

for data packets
for realtime calls

SK = {(4, 1), (4, 2), (4, 3), (4, 4), (4, 5), (4, 9), (4, 10), (4, 11), (4, 14), (4, 15), (4, 16)}

(3)

(4)

S = SK ∪ {(2, 1), (3, 1), (3, 2), (3, 5), (3, 8)}
=

(2, 1), (3, 1), (3, 2), (3, 5), (3, 8), (4, 1), (4, 2), (4, 3),
(4, 4), (4, 5), (4, 9), (4, 10), (4, 11), (4, 14), (4, 15), (4, 16)

.
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TABLE II
MULTICODE SOLUTIONS

factor) so as to balance transmission qualities
among these codes.
As an example, for a realtime call with j = 6 and n = 3,
there are three multicode solutions: {(0, 0, 1, 1, 0), (0, 0, 0, 3, 0),
(0, 0, 1, 0, 2)}. According to Criterion 1, {(0, 0, 0, 3, 0)} and
{(0, 0, 1, 0, 2)}, both requiring three candidate codes, are identified as more system-friendly. The solution (0,0,0,3,0), which
requires three candidate codes with capacity 2 R, is the final
choice since it has a smaller capacity variance.
C. Compact Code Assignment
After selecting the most feasible solution (d0 , d1 , . . . , dK ),
the base station needs to identify and assign dk candidate codes
in layer k (from 0 to K) for accommodating the new mobile user.
For single-code transmission (n = 1), compact assignment can
offer better performance (in terms of blocking, throughput, and
fairness) than random and first-fit assignments [13]. Specifically, compact assignment uses the candidate code in the most
congested position so as to keep the resulting code tree as flexible as possible in supporting different bandwidth requirements
after each code assignment.
For multicode transmission (n > 1), the assignment of dk
candidate codes in layer k can be seen as multiple single-code
assignments for a batch of dk simultaneous new arrivals with
the same bandwidth requirement (2K −k · R) and single-code
transmission capability. So the advantage of compact assignment over other nonrearrangeable schemes carries to the multicode case with the exception that 1) only leaf candidate codes
(in layer K) can be used for multicode assignments and 2)
all mobile terminals are capable of transmitting any number
of codes, i.e., no constraint on multicode transmission capability. For this exception case, all code assignment schemes
(nonrearrangeable and rearrangeable) will offer the same
performance.
The candidate code in the most congested position in layer
k can be identified by its compact index g (k ,m ) , which is defined as the total number of candidate codes in the k different
neighborhoods of code (k, m) [13]. Specifically
k
(k ,m )

|Si

g (k ,m ) =
{(1, 0, 0, 0, 0), (0, 2, 0, 0, 0)} are identified when j is increased
to 16. The difference between the assigned bandwidth 16 R
and the required bandwidth 14 R is called “wasted bandwidth.”
This waste can be reduced by increasing a terminal’s multicode
transmission capability.
Multiple solutions may exist for a particular realtime call. To
identify the most feasible solution, we apply the following two
criteria:
Criterion 1: Choose the solution requiring a larger number
of codes. These codes have smaller code capacity and is more “system-friendly” because smallcapacity codes are often easier to find and have
better transmission qualities at larger spreading
factors.
Criterion 2: To break ties, we choose the solution with the
minimum variance in code capacity (or spreading

∩ S|.

(9)

i=1

Given (k, m) a candidate code in layer k, a smaller value of
g (k ,m ) implies that code (k, m) is surrounded by less number of
other candidate codes in the same layer and is therefore located
in a more congested position.
The process of code selection and assignment starts from
the highest layer with a nonzero integer dk . After each code
assignment, the candidate code set S is updated accordingly.
For transmitting a data packet, the base station makes full
use of the terminal’s multicode capability and select up to
n largest capacity codes from S. 3 The objective is to maximize system utilization and transmit the data packet as quickly
3 When S is empty (i.e., r = 0), data packet transmission requests are put in
a queue at the base station. These packets will be transmitted as soon as codes
are available.
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as possible. As an example, for a newly arrived data packet
seeing the code tree of Fig. 2, the candidate code set is
found to be S = {(3, 5), (4, 5), (4, 9), (4, 10), (4, 11), (4, 14)}.
If the mobile terminal is two-code capable, the base station will assign two candidate codes to carry the transmission of this data packet. As code (3,5) is the only candidate code in layer three, code (3,5) and its descendant codes
{(4, 9), (4, 10)} become preemptable. The set S is updated to be
S = {(4, 5), (4, 11), (4, 14)}. In layer four, we have g (4,5) = 6
and g (4,11) = g (4,14) = 7, which implies candidate code (4,5)
is in the most congested position and should be selected for
assignment.
Now consider a realtime call from a mobile terminal with
bandwidth requirement j = 5 and multicode transmission capability n = 3, the corresponding candidate code set S for
Fig. 2 is given by (5). According to the criteria given in
Section III-B, multicode solution (0,0,0,2,1) is identified as
the feasible choice for supporting this realtime call. Giving
high priority to realtime calls, the base station performs code
assignments assuming the absence of data packet traffic. In
layer three, we get four candidate codes with their compact
indices: g (3,1) = g (3,2) = 8 and g (3,5) = g (3,8) = 7. So codes
{(3, 5), (3, 8)} are equivalent in this case and one of them, say
(3,5), is randomly selected for assignment. The set S is then
updated. The compact indices for the remaining three layer3 candidate codes are now g (3,1) = g (3,2) = 7 and g (3,8) = 5.
Obviously, code (3, 8) is selected for assignment this time and
the set S is updated again. Following the same procedure in
layer four, codes (4,11) and (4,14) are identified and one of
them is selected at random. Note that by using compact assignment, candidate code (2,1) and its descendant codes are
kept available for new realtime calls so that the flexibility of
the code tree in supporting different bandwidth requirements is
maintained.
A realtime call will be blocked if the system cannot meet the
bandwidth or multicode requirements. Specifically, there are
three blocking conditions.
Condition 1: The required bandwidth is larger than the
assignable capacity, i.e., j > r.
Condition 2: j ≤ r, but the multicode solutionsall have
K
bandwidth larger than r, i.e.,
k =0 dk ·
K −k
> r.
2
K −k
Condition 3: j ≤ r and K
≤ r, but the numk =0 dk · 2
ber of candidate codes is not sufficient in some
layers, i.e., the number is less than dk .
To illustrate, consider the code tree shown in Fig. 2. For realtime calls, the assignable capacity is r = 11. However, a new
call with j = 10 and n = 1 will be blocked due to Condition
2 (the identified solution (1,0,0,0,0) has summed bandwidth of
16 R). Another call with j = 10 and n = 3 will be blocked
due to Condition 3 (all multicode solutions, namely (0,1,0,1,0),
(0,0,2,1,0) and (0,1,0,0,2), cannot be supported by the
code tree).
The blockings due to Condition 1 are unavoidable. The blockings due to Condition 2 can be avoided only by enhancing a mobile terminal’s multicode transmission capability. The blockings
due to Condition 3 can be avoided by either rearranging codes
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or improving multicode capability. For example, in Fig. 2, if
the realtime call on code (4,12) is reassigned to code (4,5) [or
(4,14)], codes {(2, 3), (3, 6), (4, 12)} become assignable. The
realtime call with j = 10 and n = 3 can then be carried in the
code tree by using the solution (0,0,2,1,0) and suspending all
ongoing packet transmissions. As seen in Table II, when mobile terminals are multicode capable, a number of multicode
solutions are usually available. Condition 3 is therefore much
less likely to occur, compared to the single-code transmission
scenario.
D. Data Packet Transmission
As packet transmissions can be preempted by new realtime
calls, some mobile terminals may need to reduce their transmission data rates, or even totally suspend their packet transmissions, to make bandwidth available for accommodating new
realtime calls.
To illustrate, let us assume code (2,1) and code (3,8) in Fig. 2
are currently used for packet transmissions by two single-code
capable terminals named Terminal-A and Terminal-B. When
a new call request from Terminal-C with j=8 and n=6 is received by the base station, multicode solution (0,0,0,2,4) will be
identified for code assignment. This means that code (3,8) for
Terminal-B is reassigned to Terminal-C for carrying the realtime
call. Terminal-B thus has to suspend its packet transmission and
record the transmission break point. At the same time, the identity of Terminal-B is put in a queue at the base station. Later,
when some codes are released, all assignable capacity in the
code tree will be shared by these suspended mobile terminals as
fairly as possible.
In addition, one of the following preemptable codes
{(4, 1), (4, 2), (4, 3), (4, 4)}, say code (4,1), will be selected
and assigned to the realtime call from Terminal-C. As a result,
Terminal-A needs to reduce its packet transmission data rate.
This reduction in data rate should take into account TerminalA’s multicode transmission capability. Specifically, Terminal-A
cannot fully utilize the remaining bandwidth (4R − R = 3R)
due to its constraint n = 1 on multicode transmission capability. As a result, code (3,2) is used for packet transmission and
code (4,2) is released as an assignable code. The bandwidth assigned to Terminal-A is therefore 2 R, although the remaining
bandwidth is 3R.
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
A. Traffic Model
We generalize the traffic model in [13] for performance
analysis. Specifically, let there be N types of mobile terminals
in the system where the type-n(1 ≤ n ≤ N ) terminals can
support the simultaneous transmission of n codes. Let pn be
the penetration rate of type-n terminals. Further, let there be J
classes of realtime calls where the class-j(1 ≤ j ≤ J) calls are
characterized by
1) Poisson arrivals with rate λj ;
2) bandwidth requirements equal to j · R; and
3) exponentially distributed call holding time with mean µ−1
j .
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Let Gj = λj /µj (1 ≤ j ≤ J) denote the offered traffic of
class-j realtime calls. The total offered traffic GR of realtime
calls is simply the sum of Gj . For simplicity, we assume
terminal type and service class are independent. Let λD and
µ−1
D denote the arrival rate and average packet length of data
packets, respectively. The offered traffic of data packets is
therefore given by GD = λD /µD .
Without loss of generality, a six-layer code tree (K = 6) and
eight classes realtime calls (J = 8) with equal offered traffic
(G1 = G2 = · · · = G8 ) are considered in the computer simulation. The arrival of data packets is assumed to be a Poisson process. Packet length is chosen at equal probabilities
from four exponential random variables with means R, 2 R,
4 R and 8 R. Let there be four types of mobile terminals
(N = 4), and let their combinations take on the following four
cases.
Case 1: p1 : p2 : p3 : p4 = 100 : 0 : 0 : 0.
Case 2: p1 : p2 : p3 : p4 = 40 : 30 : 20 : 10.
Case 3: p1 : p2 : p3 : p4 = 25 : 25 : 25 : 25.
Case 4: p1 : p2 : p3 : p4 = 10 : 20 : 30 : 40.
Note that Case 1 is the single-code transmission case. In the
following figures, all simulation results are shown in dashed
lines with markers. For each simulation experiment, the simulation time is increased until the 95% confidence interval is
comparable to the marker size shown.

B. Blocking Probability of Realtime Calls
Blocking probability is the most important measure of QoS
for realtime calls. Since realtime calls have preemptive priority
over data packets, as far as blocking performance is concerned,
data packets are completely transparent to realtime calls. Consider the ideal case where all mobile terminals can use as many
codes as required, i.e., n = J. Then, call blockings due to Condition 2 and Condition 3 (Section III-C) can be completely
avoided. The blocking probability in this case is the same as
that under the “complete sharing policy” in shared resource environment [19]. This blocking result is therefore a lower bound
for the restrictive multicode cases studied here. The following
is a derivation of this lower bound.
Let νj denote the number of ongoing class-j realtime calls in
the system. The occupancy status of realtime calls in the code
tree can be characterized by a vector ν =(ν1 , ν2 , · · · , νJ ). Using
ν as the state vector, the code assignment and release process
for realtime calls can be modeled by a Markov chain. As an
example, Fig. 3 shows the Markov chain model for a two-layer
code tree with four classes of realtime calls.
Let Φ denote the state space of the above Markov chain. It
contains all possible combinations of νj ’s under the capacity
constraint, i.e.,


Φ = ν


J

j · νj ≤ 2K
j =1





.

(10)

Fig. 3.

Markov chain model for realtime calls, K = 2 and J = 4.

Let πν denote the limiting probability of state ν . The solution
of πν has a product form [19], or
πν = π0 ·

J

1
(Gj )ν j
ν
!
j
j =1

(11)

where π0 is the limiting probability of the empty state
(0, 0, . . . , 0) and is given by
−1

J

1
(Gj )ν j  .
(12)
π0 = 
ν
!
j
j =1
ν ∈Φ

At a particular state ν , a new class-j realtime call will be
blocked if and only if the assignable capacity r is less than j
(Condition 1 in Section III-C). Therefore, the blocking probability Pj of class-j realtime calls is given as
Pj =

πν

(13)

ν ∈ξ j
J

where ξj ={ν |2K −

i · νi < j}. The overall blocking probi=1

ability PR is simply the weighted sum of Pj ’s, or
J
j =1 Gj · Pj
PR =
.
GR

(14)

Fig. 4 shows the overall blocking probability as a function
of realtime offered traffic GR . The solid lines are the analytical lower bounds. The blocking probabilities of the four cases
discussed in Section IV-A are obtained by computer simulation. As seen, the overall blocking probability can be significantly reduced with the use of multicode. As an example, at
GR = 5.6 (Erlang), the blocking probabilities for the four simulation cases and the analytical lower bound (marked as Bound
A) are 2.21%, 1.14%, 0.92%, 0.58% and 0.45%, respectively.
This lower bound can be achieved by letting all mobile terminals capable of transmitting any number of codes. This result
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Fig. 4.

Blocking probability of realtime calls.

Fig. 5.

Throughput and wasted bandwidth of realtime calls.

Fig. 6.

Average sojourn time of data packets, G R : G D = 7 : 3.
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indicates that the use of multicode is an effective alternative to
the rearrangeable single-code scheme in [13]. For comparison
purpose, the lower bound for rearrangeable single-code assignment schemes is also shown (marked as Bound B).
C. Throughput and Wasted Bandwidth of Realtime Calls
The offered load Lj of class-j realtime calls is the offered
traffic Gj times the bandwidth requirement, i.e., Lj = j · Gj .
The total offered load L of realtime calls is simply
J

J

L=

j · Gj .

Lj =
j =1

(15)

j =1

The throughput of realtime calls, denoted by T , is
J

(1 − Pj ) · Lj .

T =

(16)

j =1

This is the time-averaged required bandwidth by the realtime
terminals. The total assigned bandwidth for realtime calls may
be larger. For example, to accommodate a type-1 realtime terminal with bandwidth requirement 6 R, the base station needs
to assign a layer-(K − 3) code (with code capacity 8 R). The
gap between these two values is the “wasted bandwidth.”
Fig. 5 shows the throughput and wasted bandwidth of realtime calls as a function of offered load L. The solid line is
the analytical upper bound, or (16), on throughput. As seen, this
upper bound can be approached by introducing more multicodecapable terminals. The same action can also reduce the amount
of wasted bandwidth. In the limiting case where all terminals
are capable of transmitting any number of codes, the wasted
bandwidth is zero.

shows the average sojourn time as a function of total offered
traffic GR + GD . We assume the ratio between realtime traffic
and data traffic is fixed at GR : GD = 7 : 3. The performance
of the three multicode cases are similar and are all about 30%
better than the single-code case, i.e., Case 1. This indicates
that sojourn time cannot be effectively reduced by manipulating the multicode capability mixes. As an example, at offered traffic GR + GD = 11, the average sojourn time values
for the four cases are 1.71, 1.24, 1.20 and 1.16, respectively. By
Little’s formula, the same conclusion can be drawn on queue
length.
E. Fairness Comparison

D. Sojourn Time of Data Packets
For data packets, average sojourn time is a typical QoS measure. It is defined as the time between a transmission request
and the successful transmission of the whole packet. Fig. 6

For realtime calls, the major fairness concern is the chance
of accessing system resource for different types of terminals
with different bandwidth requirements. As an example, the fairness index for the realtime terminals with different bandwidth
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Fairness index for realtime calls with different bandwidth requirements.

requirements, denoted by FR , is defined as

2
J
j =1 (1 − Pj )
.
FR = J
J j =1 (1 − Pj )2

(17)

In the ideal case where the mobile terminals with different bandwidth requirements get the same opportunity of being served,
i.e., the Pj values are equal, fairness index FR achieves the
maximum value of one.
Fig. 7 shows FR as a function of offered traffic of realtime
calls. Even under heavy traffic, there is no significant difference
in the fair access among the realtime terminals with different
bandwidth requirements. Although not shown, our results show
that the same is true for the realtime terminals with different
multicode transmission capabilities.
As to data packets, the major fairness concern is the average
sojourn time for the data terminals with different multicode
transmission capabilities. The fairness index FD is given by

FD =

N

N
n =1

N

2
Dn

n =1

Dn2

,

Fig. 8. Fairness index for data packets with different multicode transmission
capabilities, G R : G D = 7 : 3.

can also support different traffic types (realtime calls and data
packets) with different priorities and bandwidth requirements.
When more mobile terminals have multicode transmission capability, the bandwidth granularity in code assignment becomes
smaller and the system is more flexible in supporting multirate
multimedia traffic classes. As a result, higher bandwidth efficiency is observed in MMCA. This is demonstrated by both
analytical and simulation results. In addition, MMCA is also
shown to be a fair code assignment scheme for different service
classes and different terminal types.
Compared with rearrangeable code assignment schemes,
MMCA can offer comparable blocking and throughput
performance with much less computational complexity,
especially for the multicode transmission scenario. The
complex process of code rearrangement is therefore not costeffective for marginal performance improvement. In addition,
by using the efficient algorithms for deriving candidate code
set S and multicode solution set SS , MMCA is able to achieve
the minimum storage complexity; i.e., only the 2K status index
values of leaf codes need to be maintained by the base station
for characterizing the occupancy status of the code tree.

(18)

where Dn is the average sojourn time of data packets from
type-n terminals.
As seen from Fig. 8, fairness index FD is close to one for all
multicode cases. This indicates that the presence of multicode
terminals does not discriminate single-code terminals. So, no
special procedure is needed to guard the fairness among data
terminals.
V. CONCLUSION
Based on the concept of compact index, a new OVSF code
assignment scheme, namely MMCA, has been proposed for accommodating QoS differentiated mobile terminals. These terminals have different multicode transmission capabilities. They

APPENDIX
SK TO S TRANSFORMATION ALGORITHM
For newly arrived realtime calls and data packets, the corresponding candidate code set S can be derived from SK , or (3),
by the following algorithm. Note that the mapping from SK to
S is a bijection.
S K to S Transformation Algorithm
INPUT: the leaf candidate code set S K .
OUTPUT: the candidate code set S .
1. Let S = S K .
2. WHILE S K is not empty, repeat the following:
2.1 Arbitrarily select a code, say (K , m ), from S K .
(K , m )

2.2 Generate S i

(1 ≤ i ≤ K ) by (1).
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(K , m )

2.3 Compute i max = Max{i|S i

(K , m )

∩ SK = Si

}.

2.4 FOR k = 1 TO i max , repeat the following:
(K , m )

2.4.1 Generate S k = {(K − k , n /2k )|(K , n ) ∈ S i max }.

[7]

2.4.2 Update S = S ∪ S k .
(K , m )

2.5 Update S K = S K − S i max .

[8]

3. Return S .

[9]

MULTICODE SOLUTION GENERATOR
For a mobile terminal with bandwidth requirement j · R and
multicode transmission capability n, the corresponding set SS
of all possible multicode solutions can be derived by the following algorithm. Note that another approach using dynamic
programming technique is given in [18].

[10]

[11]
[12]

Multicode Solution Generator
INPUT: the bandwidth requirement j and the multicode transmission capability n .
OUTPUT: the set of multicode solutions S S .

[13]

1. Initialization: let Index = K , S S = φ (empty set), NewSolution = φ, and
SelectSolution = {(0, 0, . . . , 0, j )}.

[14]

2. WHILE SelectSolution is not empty, repeat the following:
2.1 Arbitrarily SelectSolution, say
(d ∗0 , d ∗1 , . . . , d ∗K −1 , d ∗K ), from SelectSolution.
2.2 FOR i = 1 TO d ∗Index /2, repeat the following:

[15]

2.2.1 Update NewSolution = NewSolution∪
{d ∗0 , . . . , d ∗Index−2 , d ∗Index−1 + i, d ∗Index − 2i, d ∗Index+1 , . . . , d ∗K }.

[16]

2.3 Update S S = S S ∪ {(d ∗0 , d ∗1 , . . . , d ∗K −1 , d ∗K )}.
2.4 Update SelectSolution = SelectSolution − {(d ∗0 , d ∗1 , . . . , d ∗K −1 , d ∗K )}.
3. IF NewSolution is not empty, THEN do the following:

[17]

3.1 Update Index = Index − 1 and SelectSolution = NewSolution.

[18]

3.2 Let NewSolution = φ.
3.3 Repeat step 2 and step 3.
4. Update S S by (8).

[19]

5. Return S S .
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